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In modern semiconductor industry, Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) is widely used in Photo-Resist (PR) strip process,
attributed to its high-density and uniform plasma at low pressure. [1] Particularly, mixture of Oxygen/Nitrogen gas is common,
since many PR consists of hydrocarbon backbone. However, as semiconductor process becomes sophisticated, issues such as
wafer oxidation demands alternative gas chemistries. [2] Moreover, high voltage formed at the antenna causes severe damages
on the dielectric wall by sputtering effect, thus causing dielectric wall erosion and generates particles. [3] To overcome such
matters, wide variety of gas chemistry other than Oxygen/Nitrogen was studied along with various end capacitors to reduce
dielectric wall damage. [4] In this research, electric property, especially the high voltage formed at each end of the ICP source
antenna, was examined according to different gas chemistry. Discharge chamber consisted of three-turn solenoidal type
antenna operated with 13.56 MHz RF generator and pi-type matching network. Antenna surrounded tubular dielectric wall
with inner-diameter of 200 mm. Capacitor was installed at the end of the antenna to balance the high voltage formed, which
ranged from 20 pF to 120 pF. Mixture of Oxygen, Nitrogen, Hydrogen, Forming Gas (4%-H2/96%-N2), and Ammonia was
delivered to the discharge chamber, while chamber pressure varied from 0.2 to 2 Torr. High-voltage formed at either end of the
antenna varied according to gas chemistry. It is expected that different plasma density for each gas affected total impedance of
the discharge chamber in operation. Ratio of high voltage formed at the terminal and start of antenna increased for all gas
chemistries as capacitance of end capacitor increased. We report optimized end-capacitance for diverse process conditions
commonly used for PR strip process. 
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